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The adult brain is endowed with mechanisms subserving enhanced processing of salient emotional and social cues. Stimuli
associated with threat represent one such class of cues. Previous research suggests that preferential allocation of attention to
social signals of threat (i.e. a preference for fearful over happy facial expressions) emerges during the second half of the first year.
The present study was designed to determine the age of onset for infants’ attentional bias for fearful faces. Allocation of attention
was studied by measuring event-related potentials (ERPs) and looking times (in a visual paired comparison task) to fearful and
happy faces in 5- and 7-month-old infants. In 7-month-olds, the preferential allocation of attention to fearful faces was evident in
both ERPs and looking times, i.e. the negative central mid-latency ERP amplitudes were more negative, and the looking times
were longer for fearful than happy faces. No such differences were observed in the 5-month-olds. It is suggested that an enhanced
sensitivity to facial signals of threat emerges between 5 and 7 months of age, and it may reflect functional development of
the neural mechanisms involved in processing of emotionally significant stimuli.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to recognize salient emotional and social cues and

prioritize them over other competing stimuli is critical for

adaptive behaviour. Indeed, behavioural and neuroimaging

studies in adults have provided evidence for enhanced

processing of threat-related signals, such as fearful facial

expressions (Vuilleumier, 2005; Williams, 2006). The

impact of emotional salience on attention and perception

is reflected, for example, in preferential allocation of atten-

tion to fearful over simultaneously presented neutral faces

(Pourtois et al., 2004; Holmes et al., 2005), lower detection

threshold for fearful than happy/neutral faces in rapid serial

presentation conditions (Milders et al., 2006), and improved

visual contrast sensitivity following fearful face cues (Phelps

et al., 2006). Neuroimaging and event-related potential

(ERP) studies have also provided evidence for enhanced

neural responses to fearful faces in the visual cortex

(Morris et al., 1998; Batty and Taylor, 2003; Vuilleumier

et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2006; Leppänen et al., 2007a).

The developmental origins for the enhanced processing

of social signals of threat are not known in detail and

emotional face processing in general is considered to

follow a protracted developmental course throughout

childhood and adolescence (Leppänen and Nelson, 2006).

Previous research, however, suggests that a rudimentary

capacity to prefer salient emotional cues emerges by the

second half of the first year. There is converging evidence

that at 7 months of age, infants allocate attention preferen-

tially to fearful over happy expressions. When looking times

have been measured to paired presentations of fearful and

happy faces (i.e. a visual paired comparison procedure;

VPC), 7-month-olds have been shown to spontaneously

look longer at fearful than happy expressions (Nelson and

Dolgin, 1985; Kotsoni et al., 2001; Leppänen et al., 2007b). In

studies investigating attention allocation to emotional faces

by recording ERPs, 7-month-olds typically display a larger

negativity at frontocentral recording sites 400 ms after

stimulus onset for fearful as compared to happy faces

(Nelson and de Haan, 1996; de Haan et al., 2004;

Leppänen et al., 2007b). This ‘Negative central’ (Nc) com-

ponent is thought to reflect an obligatory attentional

response to salient, meaningful and, in visual memory para-

digms, to infrequent stimuli [see de Haan (2007) for review].

The cortical sources of the infant Nc have been localized in

the anterior cingulate region (Reynolds and Richards, 2005),

corroborating its role in attention regulation (cf. Bush et al.,

2000). Finally, our previous study (Peltola et al., 2008)

showed that 7-month-old infants disengaged their attention

significantly less frequently from centrally presented fearful

faces than happy faces or control stimuli in order to shift

attention to peripheral targets. These results paralleled those

found in adults (e.g. Georgiou et al., 2005).

Although there is growing evidence for 7-month-old

infants’ attentional bias for fearful faces, the age of onset

for such a bias is not known. The majority of infant ERP

studies on emotional face processing has centred on
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7-month-old infants (Nelson and de Haan, 1996; de Haan

et al., 2004; Grossmann et al., 2007; Leppänen et al., 2007b),

and, to our knowledge, there are no published studies inves-

tigating younger infants’ ERP responses to fearful emotional

expressions [but see Hoehl et al. (2008) for related research].

Studies with human newborns (Farroni et al., 2007) and

macaque monkeys (Bauman and Amaral, 2008) indicate

that at the early stages of development, infants are not

particularly sensitive to fearful faces and other facial signals

of threat. There is even some evidence for an early ‘positivity

bias’ (Vaish et al., 2008) as earlier studies found longer

looking times to happy than angry/frowning and neutral

sequentially presented expressions in 5-month-old infants

(LaBarbera et al., 1976; Wilcox and Clayton, 1968).

Behavioural studies employing a habituation-recovery

paradigm to examine infants’ ability to categorize multiple

exemplars of an expression to a single class have provided

evidence that at the age of 5 months, infants are able

to recognize happy expressions (Caron et al., 1982), even

when they have been habituated to different intensities of

smiles posed by different models (Bornstein and Arterberry,

2003). Interestingly, in an additional looking time assess-

ment with happy and fearful faces, 5-month-olds did not

show an attentional preference for either happy or fearful

faces (i.e. there were no differences in looking times between

these expressions; Bornstein and Arterberry, 2003).

In the present study, we examined with electrophysio-

logical and behavioural methods whether enhanced visual

attention to fearful faces is already present at 5 months of

age. A standard visual ERP paradigm with happy and fearful

faces was first presented to 5- and 7-month-old infants, after

which they saw a VPC presentation with two 10-second trials

of happy/fearful face pairs. For 7-month-olds, we hypothe-

sized to replicate the previous findings of a larger Nc and

longer looking time for fearful than happy faces (Nelson and

de Haan, 1996; de Haan et al., 2004; Leppänen et al., 2007b).

On the basis of the previous literature (e.g. Bornstein and

Arterberry, 2003), we did not expect to see a similar atten-

tional bias in 5-month-old infants.

METHODS
Participants

For the ERPs, the final sample consisted of 18 5-month-old

and 20 7-month-old infants. EEG was also recorded from an

additional 11 5-month-old and 9 7-month-old infants, who

were excluded from the ERP analyses due to fussiness or

excessive movement artefacts resulting in <10 good trials.

VPC data were analysed from 23 5-month-olds and 26

7-month-olds. VPC data from six infants were discarded

due to a side bias (i.e. looking at one stimulus for <5%

out of the total looking time for each trial), from two infants

due to experimenter error, and from one infant due to fussi-

ness. The parents of the participants were contacted through

birth records and local Child Welfare Clinics, and all testing

sessions were scheduled within 1 week of the infants’ 5th- or

7th-month birthday. All infants were full term (37–42

weeks), with a birth weight of >2400 g, and free from

postnatal visual or neurological abnormalities. Approval

for the study was obtained from the research permission

committee of the Department of Social Services and

Health Care of the city of Tampere.

Eight of the infants in the ERP sample and 14 of the

infants in the VPC sample were tested twice (i.e. at both

ages). The potential influence of repeated testing was taken

into account in data analyses, as described below.

Stimuli and task procedure
The stimuli were colour images of fearful and happy facial

expressions posed by four female models. All stimuli were

presented on a white background and cropped to exclude all

non-face features. Two of the four stimulus models were

taken from our own laboratory stimulus database and

the other two were from the MacBrain Face Stimulus

Set (Tottenham et al., in press). Prior to data collection,

a group of adults (n¼ 18), rated the stimuli for fearfulness

and happiness on a scale from 1 to 7. The ratings confirmed

that the fearful (M¼ 5.9; range¼ 5.2–6.6) and happy

(M¼ 6.1; range¼ 5.6–6.5) expressions were considered

good and equally intense examples of the respective emo-

tions. Consistent with the methodology used in prior infant

studies, each infant was presented with expressions of only

one model. Different models were, however, used in the ERP

and VPC tasks. The infants who participated in the experi-

ment twice saw the faces of the two remaining models on

their second visit. With a looking distance of 60 cm, the

stimuli measured 15.48 and 10.88 of vertical and horizontal

visual angle, respectively.

Upon arrival to the laboratory, the experimental proce-

dure was described and signed consent was obtained from

the parent. EEG was recorded while the infants were sitting

on their parents lap in front of a 19-inch LCD monitor

surrounded by black panels. Fearful and happy faces were

shown repeatedly for 1000 ms in random order.1 Between

the stimuli, a black-and-white 48�48 checkerboard stimulus

was presented on the centre of the screen to attract the

infants’ attention. The checkerboard flickered for the first

1000 ms at 4 Hz and then remained stationary. The experi-

menter monitored the infants’ looking behaviour through

a hidden video camera mounted above the monitor and

initiated each trial only when the infants were attending

at the stationary checkerboard stimulus. The trials on

which the infant blinked or turned his/her eyes away from

the face during stimulus presentation were marked online

as bad by the experimenter. Trials were presented until

the infant became too fussy or inattentive to continue, but

with a maximum of 150 trials. On average, 72.3 (SD¼ 25.4;

1 In the ERP task, the infants were also shown, along fearful and happy faces, face-shaped matched visual

noise images in which the phase spectra of the model’s face were randomized, but the amplitude and the

colour spectra were held constant (cf. Halit et al., 2004). The data for these stimuli are not reported here.
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range¼ 28–149) trials were presented during the EEG

recording. Stimulus presentation was controlled by

Neuroscan Stim software running on a 3.4 GHz desktop

computer.

After the EEG recording, the electrode cap was removed

and two 10-s VPC trials with a happy and a fearful face

were presented. On one trial, a happy face was on the left,

on the other trial, a fearful face was on the left. The faces

were presented 128 apart (ear to ear). The left-right position-

ing of the two expressions was counterbalanced between

participants. The infants’ looking behaviour was recorded

with the video camera for offline analyses. The VPC trials

were presented with E-Prime software (Psychology Software

Tools Inc., www.pstnet.com/eprime).

Acquisition and analysis of the electrophysiological
data
Continuous EEG was recorded with 30 Ag–AgCl electrodes

mounted in an elastic cap (Quik-Cap) and placed according

to the 10–20 system. Neuroscan QuikCell liquid electrolyte

electrode application technique was used to obtain electrode

impedances <10 k�. Linked mastoids served as the reference.

EOG electrodes were left out as pilot testing indicated the

majority of the infants being markedly intolerant for those

electrodes. However, great care was taken to ensure that the

final data were free of ocular artefacts by (i) the experimenter

monitoring the infants’ eyes continuously during stimulus

presentation (and marking trials with eye movements as

bad) and (ii) by visually inspecting the EEG for all trials,

as described below. The data were sampled at 500 Hz,

band-pass filtered from 0.1 to 100 Hz and stored on a com-

puter disk for offline analyses by Scan 4.3 software. Offline,

the data were lowpass-filtered at 30 Hz, segmented to

1100 ms epochs starting 100 ms before the presentation of

each stimulus and baseline-corrected against the mean vol-

tage during the 100-ms pre-stimulus period. Trials marked

as bad online by the experimenter were removed, and the

epochs were also visually inspected for artefacts. Trials with

motion artefacts resulting from head or body movements,

high-frequency EMG artefacts or the activity exceeding A-D

values were discarded. Furthermore, for the electrodes above

the eyes (Fp1, Fp2), trials with the amplitude exceeding

100 mV were discarded. Infants with <10 good trials in

either of the experimental conditions (fearful and happy

faces) were excluded from the analyses. For the infants

included in the analyses, there were no significant differences

in the number of good fearful and happy trials between

age groups (5-month-olds: fearful M¼ 16.5, happy

M¼ 16.4; 7-month-olds: fearful M¼ 17.4, happy

M¼ 18.8), F(1, 36)¼ 1.7, P > 0.2.

Attention-sensitive brain responses to the stimuli were

examined by analysing the Nc component. There are also

other infant ERP components that have been recently asso-

ciated with the processing of facial expressions, most impor-

tantly the posterior N290 and P400 (Leppänen et al., 2007b,

in press; Kobiella et al., 2008). However, as the primary focus

of our study was on processes related to visual attention, and

because the electrode cap used in the present study has a

rather sparse coverage of posterior regions where the N290

and P400 components are most prominent, we will only

report data on the Nc component. The relation of the Nc

and attention is well established and the frontocentral

regions where the Nc is most prominent were well covered

in the present measurement. To analyse the Nc component,

amplitude averages were calculated within a time window of

350–600 ms for electrodes C3 and C4. This time window and

these recording sites were chosen on the basis of previous

literature (de Haan et al., 2004; Leppänen et al., 2007b) and

our own data (i.e. inspection of individual infants’ average

ERP plots) showing the most prominent Nc amplitudes

on central electrodes within this time window. For both

age groups, Nc amplitudes were subjected to a 2� 2 analysis

of variance (ANOVA) with Expression (fearful, happy) and

Hemisphere (left, right) as within-subject factors.

Analysis of the behavioural data
The video recordings of the infants’ looking behaviour

during VPC trials were coded by an observer blind to the

left–right positioning of the fearful and happy faces. Queen’s

Video Coder (Baron et al., 2001) was used to analyse the

total time the infants spent looking at the stimulus on the left

and right side for each trial. To ensure the reliability of

the coding, another observer coded �25% of the recordings

(13 infants). Pearson correlations between the two observers’

coding of the participants’ total looking times during indi-

vidual VPC trials ranged from 0.95 to 1. The analyses were

performed on the total looking time for fearful and happy

faces, averaged across the two trials.

RESULTS
Electrophysiological data
The grand average ERPs measured from frontocentral

electrode sites for 5- and 7-month-old infants are shown

in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. For the 5-month-olds, an

ANOVA showed no main effects or interactions involving

Expression or Hemisphere, Fs < 2.2. Thus, the average

Nc amplitudes were no greater for fearful (M¼�16.3 mV;

SD¼ 11.1) than happy (M¼�16.8 mV; SD¼ 12.7) faces at

5 months of age. For the 7-month-olds’ ERP data, however,

an ANOVA resulted in main effects of Hemisphere,

F(1, 19)¼ 5.3, P < 0.05, and Expression, F(1, 19)¼ 8.6,

P < 0.01, but no interaction between them, F� 1. Thus, the

mean amplitudes within 350–600 ms after stimulus onset

were generally more negative over the right than the left

hemisphere. More importantly, the Nc amplitudes were

significantly greater for fearful (M¼�24.9 mV; SD¼ 8.0)

as compared to happy (M¼�18.9 mV; SD¼ 9.7) faces in

7-month-old infants.
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Behavioural data
The average looking times for fearful and happy faces in the

VPC are presented in Figure 3. As can be inspected,

5-month-olds showed no significant difference in looking

times for fearful (M¼ 4.3 s; SD¼ 1.6) and happy

(M¼ 4.0 s; SD¼ 1.5) faces, F(1, 22)¼ 0.47, P > 0.4.

However, 7-month-olds looked significantly longer at fearful

(M¼ 4.7 s; SD¼ 0.9) when compared with happy (M¼ 3.8 s;

SD¼ 0.8) faces, F(1, 25)¼ 13.1, P < 0.01.

Control analyses
As there were infants who contributed to the data at both

5 and 7 months of age, additional analyses were warranted

to examine any possible differences between infants who

participated once and twice. And indeed, for the 7-month-

olds’ ERP data, there was a marginal three-way interac-

tion including Expression (2), Hemisphere (2) and Visit

(2: once, twice), F(1, 18)¼ 4.8, P < 0.06. For the 7-month-

old infants who participated only once, a two-way ANOVA

indicated a marginal Expression�Hemisphere interaction,

F(1, 11)¼ 4.0, P < 0.08. Pairwise comparisons showed a

larger Nc for fearful than happy faces in the right hemi-

sphere, P� 0.05, but not in the left hemisphere, P > 0.6.

Instead, in infants participating at both 5 and 7 months

of age, a two-way ANOVA showed a significant main

effect for Expression due to larger Nc for fearful than

happy faces, P < 0.01, but no Expression�Hemisphere

interaction, F(1, 7)¼ 1.1, P > 0.3.

A 2 (Expression)� 2 (Visit) ANOVA with the 7-month-

olds’ VPC data did not yield a significant two-way interac-

tion, F(1, 24)¼ 0.49, P > 0.4, indicating that the looking

times were longer for fearful than happy faces irrespective

of whether the infants were on their first or second visit

at 7 months of age, both Ps� .05.

DISCUSSION
We examined with ERP and looking time measures whether

enhanced visual attention to fearful faces emerges between

5 and 7 months of age or whether it is already present at

5 months of age. For the 7-month-olds, the results replicated

earlier findings of a larger Nc component and longer looking

times for fearful than happy faces. The 5-month-olds,

Fig. 1 Grand average ERP waveforms for fearful and happy faces over the left (F3, FC3, C3), central (Fz, FCz, Cz) and right (F4, FC4, C4) frontocentral region for the 5-month-old
infants.
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however, showed an Nc of a similar magnitude for fearful

and happy faces, and they also looked equally long at both

expressions. It is important to note that the absence of

the effects in 5-month-olds was not due to lower-quality

data: the younger infants showed a prominent Nc response,

provided an equal number of trials for the ERP analyses with

the older infants, and looked, on average, at the faces in

the VPC task as long as the 7-month-olds.

Thus, the differential pattern of results in 5- and 7-month-

old infants implies that the attentional bias for fearful faces

emerges at around 7 months of age. An interesting issue is,

of course, whether the stronger allocation of attention to

fearful faces in 7-month-olds reflects emotional processing,

i.e. whether it is the emotional signal value of a fearful face,

which is detected and reacted to with increased attention.

Fearful faces are considered as potent stimuli for activating

the neural mechanisms responsible for detecting and

reacting to threat-related signals and potential dangers in

the environment (Whalen, 1998). The amygdala is seen as

an integral neural structure in associating emotional signifi-

cance to environmental stimuli and producing a cascade

of responses serving rapid alerting and optimal percep-

tual functioning when encountering signals of threat

(Vuilleumier, 2005; Williams, 2006). Indeed, in adults,

fearful facial expression cues have been shown to result

in enhanced attentional and perceptual processing

Fig. 2 Grand average ERP waveforms for fearful and happy faces over the left (F3, FC3, C3), central (Fz, FCz, Cz) and right (F4, FC4, C4) frontocentral region for the 7-month-old
infants.

Fig. 3 Average looking times for fearful and happy faces in 5- and 7-month-old
infants in the VPC task.
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(Holmes et al., 2005; Milders et al., 2006; Phelps et al., 2006)

as well as increased skin conductance responses (Williams

et al., 2005). Furthermore, there is a wealth of neuroimaging

and ERP evidence for an enhanced neural activation for

fearful as compared to happy and neutral faces in the

visual occipitotemporal cortex, a process also considered

to result from the modulatory influence of the amygdala

(Morris et al., 1998; Vuilleumier et al., 2004; Williams

et al., 2006; Vuilleumier and Pourtois, 2007; Leppänen

et al., 2007a).

It is currently unclear whether a similar subcortical

modulatory mechanism could be functional already in

early human development. Current neuroimaging tech-

niques (e.g. fMRI) are not feasible for studying the involve-

ment of the amygdala circuitry in infants’ face processing.

Moreover, as ERPs reflect mostly cortical postsynaptic

activity, the putative amygdala-mediated modulation of

ERP activity has to be considered tentatively. Nevertheless,

there is some intriguing indirect evidence suggesting that

the second half of the first year may be an important

turning point in the development of brain systems that

underlie sensitivity to signals of threat conveyed by others’

faces (Leppänen and Nelson, 2009). In macaque monkeys,

the connections between various cortical areas and

the amygdala are relatively mature shortly after birth

(Nelson et al., 2002). Interestingly, infant monkeys at

around 2 months of age (roughly equalling 8-month-old

human infants) become increasingly sensitive to threat-

related stimuli, including others’ facial expressions

(Bauman and Amaral, 2008). At the same age, monkeys

also start to exhibit fear of unfamiliar conspecifics (Suomi,

1999), in close resemblance to the stranger anxiety displayed

by human infants from 6 to 7 months of age (Kagan and

Herschkowitz, 2005).

As mentioned in the introduction, the neural generators

of the Nc component in infant ERPs have been suggested

to be located in prefrontal regions, mainly in the anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC; Reynolds and Richards, 2005).

ACC has been implicated with various functions [see Bush

et al. (2000) for review]. For the present purposes, it is

interesting to note that in adults, coactivation of ACC and

the amygdala has been observed during the processing of

fearful faces (Morris et al., 1998; Vuilleumier et al., 2001).

ACC activation in such tasks has been associated with

the regulation of attentional, behavioural and emotional

responses to threat-related stimuli (Morris et al., 1998;

Bush et al., 2000; Elliott et al., 2000). In this light, it is

tempting to hypothesize that the larger Nc response to fear-

ful faces in 7-month-old infants would reflect stronger ACC

activity resulting, in turn, from an increased response in the

amygdala. Naturally, we make this inference about infants’

ERP data with great caution, because the time-course of

the development of the amygdala and its functional con-

nectivity with ACC and related cortical attention networks

is not known.

In addition to the development of the neural circuitry

for processing affective significance, it is important to con-

sider the experience-mediated mechanisms that could also

be responsible for the observed changes in infants’ sensitivity

to fearful faces. It has been noted that changes in infants’

locomotive abilities (e.g. the onset of crawling at around

7 months) are associated with increased variability in care-

givers’ expressive behaviours as well as changes in infants’

monitoring of such cues [see Campos et al. (2000) for

review]. These changes may form the basis for referential

emotional communication as emotional signals start to

gain a more direct function in regulating the infant’s behav-

iour. In parallel, developmental changes in infants’ general

information processing abilities may also bring about

changes in the efficiency of associating emotional meaning

to a broader range of stimuli (Vaish et al., 2008). However,

despite such important developmental progression occurring

at around the same age period as the effects observed in the

present study, it is not known to what extent the attentional

bias for fearful faces could be accounted for by experience-

mediated mechanisms. Exact data on the number of

occasions a typical 7-month-old has observed fearful faces

is lacking. However, our own experience as well as anecdotal

evidence from parents suggests that such direct experience

with fearful faces remains very limited at this age period

(cf. Malatesta and Haviland, 1982).

The absence of facial expression effects in 5-month-olds

in the present study suggests that the perceptual systems

of younger infants do not detect the informational value

conveyed by fearful faces. At this age, smiling faces are an

emotionally salient stimulus to the infants as a result of

repeated and affectively rewarding interactions with a smil-

ing caregiver. Indeed, there is some earlier evidence for a

looking time bias to happy expressions in younger infants

(Wilcox and Clayton, 1968; LaBarbera et al., 1976, but see

Bornstein and Arterberry, 2003). In this vein, we could have

even expected attention to be allocated more strongly

towards happy faces. However, although happy faces are

undoubtedly emotionally salient cues, their impact on the

allocation of attentional resources in 5-month-olds might

not be expected to be comparable to the impact of fearful

faces later in development. Theories of affective significance

processing propose that once an individual begins to associ-

ate different cues with threat- and reward-related qualities,

threat-related emotional cues are given precedence on a

short time scale, resulting in rapid alerting and possibly

interruption of ongoing activity, while positive cues do not

require such immediate action but might instead act as

reinforcers for an organism to continue with the ongoing

activity (Cacioppo et al., 1999; Williams, 2006; Vaish et al.,

2008).

On the other hand, it is interesting to note that a recent

study (Hoehl et al., 2008) suggests that even infants as young

as 3 months old are sensitive to the emotional signal value of

fearful faces. In their study, 3-month-olds’ Nc was larger for
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objects that had been preceded by an image of a fearful

face gazing towards the same object when compared with

objects that had been paired with a neutral gaze. A direct

comparison between that study and the present results is

problematic as Hoehl et al. did not report ERPs time-

locked to the faces. Nevertheless, it seems possible that,

similarly to adults (Adams and Kleck, 2003), averted gaze

enhances the processing of fearful faces already at 3 months

of age. However, an alternative perceptual/low-level inter-

pretation of the results of Hoehl et al. (2008) is that the

enlarged fearful eyes produced a more robust attentional

orienting response towards the object than neutral eyes

did. This may have resulted in enhanced visual processing

of (and a larger Nc for) the object. In this case, no processing

of the emotional signal of the preceding face would be

necessarily involved.

Seven-month-old infants’ visual preference for fearful

faces has also been interpreted as a response to stimuli that

are merely unfamiliar to the infants (i.e. novel; Nelson and

de Haan, 1996; Vaish et al., 2008). Indeed, it has been shown

that during the first half of their first year, infants encounter

negative facial expressions rarely in their environment

(Malatesta and Haviland, 1982). However, the present

findings cannot be easily interpreted as novelty responses.

We did not observe an attentional bias in 5-month-olds,

to whom fearful faces are, if anything, at least as unfamiliar

as they are for 7-month-olds. Furthermore, our previous

study (Peltola et al., 2008) showed that novel grimaces

lacking emotional signal value but rated as equally novel

as the fearful faces did not have an attention holding effect

on 7-month-olds’ visual attention as fearful faces did.

One could also argue that the 5-month-olds had a weaker

stored representation of a happy face than the older infants.

If this was the case, it could obviously attenuate the novelty

response toward fearful faces in the younger age group, as

novelty would have an impact on the processing of both

fearful and happy expressions. Although we had no means

to assess this issue directly in the present study, the possibil-

ity for such an age effect seems rather unlikely in light of

previous research. Namely, it has been shown that at the age

of 5 months, infants are already able to generalize from

multiple exemplars (identities) of happy faces a category

of a happy face, even when smiles with varying inten-

sities are used during habituation (e.g. Bornstein and

Arterberry, 2003).

There are also previous studies comparing infants’

responses to novel and familiar stimuli, which indicate that

infant attention is sensitive to the meaningfulness and

emotional content of stimuli. First, de Haan and Nelson

(1997, 1999) studied 6-month-old infants and found a

larger Nc for familiar than unfamiliar stimuli (mother’s

face vs stranger’s face and familiar vs unfamiliar toys),

whereas no effects of stimulus familiarity on looking times

were found. Second, a study investigating 7-month-old

infants’ processing of angry expressions, which are obviously

also relatively unfamiliar to infants at this age, actually

found a larger Nc and longer looking times to happy as

compared to angry faces (Grossmann et al., 2007). This

finding also suggests that simply the negative emotional

valence of fearful faces is not responsible for the attentional

modulation. Anger and fear share the same valence and yet

they seem to produce opposing effects on 7-month-olds’

attention. However, a replication of this result and further

testing with different negative emotions (e.g. sadness) is

needed to critically test whether infants’ attentional

responses are modulated by a specific (negatively valenced)

expression rather than by negatively valenced emotions in

general. Indeed, it could also be the case that the 7-month-

olds in Grossmann et al. (2007) did not yet recognize the

emotional signal value of angry faces, which led to stronger

allocation of attention to emotionally more meaningful

expressions (i.e. happy faces). Another interesting result

of that study was that at 12 months of age, infants

showed an adult-like stronger negativity in their ERP

responses to angry faces. Thus, in relation to our own

data, it could be tentatively suggested that the processing

of fearful and angry faces might develop along different

developmental trajectories during infancy, with infants

becoming reactive to fearful faces at an earlier point in

development.

An unexpected finding of the present study was that the

number of times an infant participated in the experiment

had an influence on the observed effects. Importantly, the

main finding of larger Nc and longer looking times for

fearful than happy faces was observed in both groups of

7-month-old infants (i.e. in those who participated once

and those who participated twice). There was, however,

a difference in the laterality of the Nc effect, so that the

infants participating only once at 7 months of age showed

a larger Nc for fearful than happy faces in the right but not in

the left hemisphere recording site, while the infants who

participated twice at both 5 and 7 months of age showed

the differential responses in both hemispheres. The reasons

for this unexpected difference are not entirely clear and

given that the interaction was marginal, cautiousness must

be exercised in interpreting it. We note, however, that

the right-lateralized effect in infants who participated only

once can be seen to parallel previous observations of a right

hemisphere bias in adults’ and infants’ face processing

(de Schonen and Mathivet, 1990; de Haan and Nelson,

1997, 1999; Nelson, 2001). The bilateral effect in those

infants who participated twice may reflect a training effect,

i.e. observing repeated presentations of fearful and happy

faces twice within a 2-month period resulted in a more

robust and bilateral attentional response for fearful faces.

It is an interesting possibility, however, that such small

amount of practice could produce observable group

differences in processing fearful faces.

The present study is limited in that as we used only

static faces presented on the screen, we are not able to
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make straightforward conclusions about when in develop-

ment infants begin to process fearful faces differentially

in real-life settings where infants are most often faced

with dynamic and multimodally communicated emotional

expressions. Indeed, it has been observed that infants

become sensitive to multimodally communicated expres-

sions earlier in development than to visually presented

facial expressions alone (Flom and Bahrick, 2007). Studies

in adults suggest that the recognition of dynamically

presented facial expressions might recruit a different neural

circuitry than static faces (e.g. Kilts et al., 2003); however,

studies on infants’ brain responses to dynamic expressions

are lacking [but see Grossmann et al. (2008)]. Another lim-

itation concerns the possible differences between age groups

in their visual scanning patterns for fearful and happy faces

as we did not obtain eye tracking data. Previous data indicate

that amygdala activation (Adolphs et al., 2005) and ERP

modulation (Schyns et al., 2007) by fearful faces are asso-

ciated with fixations targeted at the eye region of fearful

faces. Thus, interpreting the present results, it remains pos-

sible that the 5-month-olds directed their fixations relatively

less on the eye region while scanning fearful faces, which

could result in an attenuated amygdala response. However,

although research on infants’ visual scanning patterns of

emotional faces is scarce, existing evidence (Hunnius et al.,

2007) as well as our own unpublished data suggest that

already from 4 months of age infants direct their fixations

pronouncedly on the eye region while looking at different

emotional faces. Finally, a replication of the present

findings with larger independent samples and a statis-

tically significant interaction between age groups would

yield stronger evidence for a developmental change between

5 and 7 months.

In summary, the present study extended previous research

on the development of emotional face processing in infancy

by showing that the bias to allocate attention more strongly

to fearful than happy emotional expressions appears to

emerge between 5 and 7 months of age. As the 5-month-

olds did not show enhanced attention to fearful faces, which

they very rarely encounter in their rearing environment,

it seems rather unlikely that the observed effects in

7-month-olds would be accountable merely by the novelty

of fearful faces. It is possible that the attentional effects

reflect functional developmental changes in brain mecha-

nisms (e.g. the amygdala), which participate in evaluating

the emotional significance of stimuli and generating

enhanced responses toward stimuli signalling potential

threat. Also, as reviewed earlier, the effects are observed at

around the same age period when infants begin to show

other putatively amygdala-mediated emotional responses,

such as stranger anxiety. Together, these findings suggest

that 7-month-old infants may already have some under-

standing of the emotional signal value of fearful expressions

although further research is required to determine the level

of sophistication of these early abilities.
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